“I have always
learnt from my
mistakes. I take
the highs with
the lows”
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t h a t F R I D AY
FEELING
As Ferne McCann becomes the face of an entertainment
institution, we talk to her about the importance of being relatable
and her love for being at home in Essex
By BETHAN ANDREWS

W

hen you think
of Essex and its
famous residents,
for many, Ferne
McCann is one
of those that
will spring to
mind. And it turns out that she couldn’t
be more of an ambassador for the county,
oozing with pride for the place and with
an inherent Essex want to come across
as down-to-earth, no-frills and real.
It’s unsurprising, then, that her latest
career move is as a UK ambassador for
Fridays, a brand that is laid-back and
known for attracting a wide audience.
The American-inspired food and cocktail
chain, previously known as TGI Fridays,
has undergone a major rebrand, and
McCann will be a recurrent face and
presence in their restaurants.
“I’m so excited about working with
Fridays,” she enthuses. “I started out
not really knowing what I wanted to do
in terms of career and then, as you grow

and you gain life experiences, it becomes
important to take on partnerships that
align with you. Fridays is a place that brings
the vibes – it really gives you that Friday
feeling any day of the week. I feel like it’s
a place that ticks all the boxes as you can
take the kids, have a date night or go with
the girls. There’s something for everyone.”
As we chat, it’s clear that McCann’s
daughter Sunday is the absolute centre of
her universe, and there’s a nice feeling of this
partnership with Fridays and her life with
Sunday coming together perfectly. Fridays
can start McCann’s weekend off to the best
start, and Sunday and family time can close
the weekend. Don’t be surprised if you see
something done around an Ice Cream Sundae
in the restaurants at some point either.
For McCann, one of the most exciting
elements of the new brand partnership
is that there is going to be one in her
neck of the woods. “I know that they are
opening one in Chelmsford this month,
which is the heart of Essex and right on
my doorstep,” she beams. “It’s supposed to

be amazing and I’ve seen how beautiful
and Instagrammable the aesthetics of the
rest of the new restaurants are. To all my
fellow Essex peeps, this is very exciting.”
McCann tells me that she will now
only work with campaigns that feel
totally aligned with her. “Fridays is very
much a place that fits with my family
and my lifestyle,” she says. “I’ve got so
many amazing memories from going
to the restaurant when I was younger.
We’ll be celebrating Sunday’s birthday in
the Chelmsford one!” Importantly, too,
it fits with her busy lifestyle: 2022 sees
McCann filming the ninth series of First
Time Mum, which she does all by herself
with Sunday, she’s bringing out a new
affordable beauty range with Poundland,
and she's getting into playing tennis.
As we chat about only taking on work that
feels aligned, I wonder what else McCann
would say her career and experiences have
taught her? “I’ve learnt so much, and there
have been times in my life that have been
quite exposing. I’m one of these people
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LEIGH-ON-SEA IS A POPULAR DESTINATION

who’ve always learnt from their mistakes and
I take the highs with the lows,” she says.
“I’m very much someone who wears my
heart on my sleeve, but I’ve really learned
to be myself. When you’re unapologetically
you, no one can say anything about that. I
love getting to know everyone whether it’s
the people I work with, the people who watch
my show or the people eating in Fridays on
the table next to me. I don’t see myself as any
different to anyone else. People say I’m warts
and all, and I pride myself on that. When
you start to self-edit, you come under fire.”
Speaking of being unapologetically yourself,
it really is The Only Way is Essex when it
comes to McCann and her love, loyalty and
Essex blood really stands out. “I’m really
proud to be an Essex girl,” she smiles. “There
are so many stereotypes from wearing white

HARWICH WAS ONE PART OF ESSEX
SHE FEATURED ON TV RECENTLY

stilettos to dancing around your handbag,
but I feel Essex people are really warm, hard
working and some of the most intelligent
and creative people. We get very defensive
and we’re really proud of our county.”
McCann laughs as she tells me that it’s less
about Sugar Hut nowadays and, instead, all
about the amazing open spaces the county
has to offer and the brilliant opportunities
for young families. “I’m so lucky being from
Brentwood with two country parks that
are just stunningly beautiful,” she says. “I
live a stone’s throw from South Weald so
throughout the pandemic I felt so lucky to
be able to go on the most amazing walks.
Thorndon is next level, too – you’ve got the
Stick Man Trail and the Gruffalo Trail, so
being a parent, it’s wonderful and I love it.”
Recently, McCann worked with This
Morning on a piece that went around the
hidden gems of Essex and it showed her
that there’s even more than she already
knew to love about the place she calls home.
“It’s just such an amazing county,” she
smiles. “I went to some amazing vineyards,
you can go seal watching in a little boat
from Harwich. For me, my memories
of having a day out is to go to good old
Southend, the cockle sheds or Leigh-onSea and it just screams Essex – I love it.”
It doesn’t look like McCann will be
moving away from the county anytime
soon, that’s for sure. “Brentwood is home
for me, I feel like I can breathe when I’m

MCCANN IS A FAN OF ESSEX'S PARKLAND

here,” she says. “It’s a calming, lovely place
and that’s because of the people and the
countryside. My day to day life is in Essex,
my daughter goes to school here and my
family and friends are just round the corner.
I feel like I have a very normal life here.”
There’s a raw honesty that shines through
with McCann, and it’s refreshing to see that
years of being in the public eye hasn’t made
her detached from reality or any less of an
everyday person. In fact, quite the opposite,
and the sense of normality that surrounds
McCann is something she’s worked hard
to make sure comes through – as she says,
it’s important to her to be relatable. In that
sense, she really is a reality star.
Follow Ferne McCann on
Instagram @fernemccann

WITH DAUGHTER SUNDAY

SHE'S DELIGHTED TO BE PARTNERING WITH FRIDAYS
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